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The pieces that I chose were based on one thing only – 
a gasp of delight. Isn't that the only way to curate life ? 
To live among things that make you gasp with delight ?

Maira Kalman, My Favorite Things
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Named after the Lighthouse of Alexandria, one of the 
Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, The Lighthouse 
shines a light on a contemporary design aesthetic in its 
many forms and functions including food and product 
design.  

The Lighthouse made its debut in January 2017 as the first 
licensed restaurant and concept store located in Dubai’s 
fashionable Design District (d3).  

By combining a restaurant, concept store and an 
activation/events space all under one roof, it offered its 
customers a differentiated experience where they can eat, 
shop and mingle in a curated space. 

Our Name



Our in-house catering menu features 
many of the classics in their original 
or pass-around canapé forms. 
Moreover, our catering clients may 
request a bespoke menu that suits 
their preferences and needs. 

The Lighthouse interior and terrace 
spaces offer an informal non-
traditional setting that is fully 
equipped for hosting a variety of 
event types including:  

• Breakfast roundtable discussions 
• Art exhibitions (satellite shows) 
• Press launches and conferences 
• Corporate events 
• Private soirées

A Wholistic Dine-in Experience
Hosting at The Lighthouse



The Main Dining Space
Hosting at The Lighthouse



The Interior Dining Space
Hosting at The Lighthouse



The Terrace
Hosting at The Lighthouse



Simultaneously integrating our food, 
design and brand ethos, we aim to 
create culinary experiences with 
inventive menus that cater to the 
client's specific needs. 

The Lighthouse Events team offers 
assistance with all stages leading to 
the event’s execution. From concept 
creation to setup, each event is 
curated by The Lighthouse team to fit 
the client’s requirements. 

Our catering services include: 
  
• Development and execution of 

canapé and pass-around menus  
• The Lighthouse at-home dining 

experience 
• Live cooking stations, and buffet 

options

External Catering & Events



Top & Left: Alserkal Avenue Artist Residency Program, October 2019  
Bottom: Sephora Brand Premiere, December 2019
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Christian Dior Cruise Show, February 2021 
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Alserkal Avenue Galleries Dinner, March 2021 

External Catering & Events 



External Catering & Events 

Alserkal Avenue Galleries Dinner, March 2021 



With an evolving entertainment 
market, there is an ever-growing thirst 
for unique experiential lifestyle 
elements.  

The Lighthouse filled a market gap by 
developing a design and 
management service that caters 
specifically to clients looking for 
curated bars and support in 
operating large scale events.  

Our services include: 

• Managing government permits & 
licensing  

• Operations management  
• Curation of bar themes and 

bespoke menu engineering 
• Network of experienced bartenders

Bespoke Bar Management
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Curated Pop-Up Concepts
The Lighthouse introduced its customers to a design-centric, highly curated 
and wholistic experience when it comes to shopping, eating and 
socializing. 

That is how ‘The Bookshop by The Lighthouse’ and ‘TLH Café by The 
Lighthouse’ pop-up concepts were born, becoming the first “traveling” 
pop-ups combining espresso bar; grab-and-go F&B; and gifting concepts 
all in one. 

Each pop-up is curated with the client’s thematic needs in mind, and offers 
a creative and fresh alternative to F&B franchise brands and traditional 
retail experiences. 



Curated Pop-Up Concepts



Curated Pop-Up Concepts



External Catering Clients
Our Concept



External Catering Clients
Our Concept



For inquiries, kindly contact: 

Sabrina Stapleton 
Manager 

Mobile: +971 58 573 3034 
Email: sabrina@thelighthouse.ae


